Aims

UNSW is trying to improve.

1) 'settle in' to BE international undergraduate courses in line with our development priorities of the UNSW 2025 Strategy.

About the Project

This research project investigated the experiences of international students (with a focus on students from China) in the Built Environment Faculty. Thanks go to:

- Dr Christine Steinmetz (Department of Civil Engineering),
- Dr Sarath Mataraarachchi (Department of Architecture and Building Environment),
- Former Associate Dean Oya Demirbilek (Associate Professor Built Environment (Education)),
- Associate Professor Dr Dijana Alic (Built Environment (Education)),
- Associate Dean Helen Lochhead (Built Environment (Education)),
- Delivery Services, PVCE Director, Educational Mark King
- Pro-Vice-Chancellor Professor Geoff Crisp
- Pro Vice Chancellor (PVCE) in partnership with faculties,
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